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Meet Masha, the curious, energetic little girl who
befriends Bear, a retired circus performer. Bear is trying
to enjoy a nice, quiet life… but Masha’s adventures
regularly turn Bear’s life upside-down! In The Jam Day
Disaster, Bear tries to make jam following the recipe, but
Masha has a few ideas of her own… whatever will
happen to their jam? A warm and humorous book about
two very different friends, Masha and Bear will make you
laugh out loud in delight! With a young, simple text and
bright colourful pages, this is the perfect first Masha and
the Bear book.
MASHA AND THE BEAR. A small fairy tale book with big
pictures for children who are learning to read. Artistically
designed texts, short but emotional dialogues, and
beautifully drawn pages that flow so smoothly into one
another will keep your children excited and captivated
until the very last page of the book. * The story is
interesting, easy to read, and easy to remember, and the
great illustrations add even more interest to the book. *
The font is really very large and clear. * Simple text for
children's reading practice. * Great for novice readers. *
Good for reading aloud before bedtime for toddlers 2-6
years old. * A wonderful bedtime story for children 3-5
years old. * A short and funny bedtime story that will
appeal to preschoolers. This 8.5 x 8.5-inch book is
designed for children who like to read or listen to stories
with large pictures before going to bed. Grab your copy
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now and you will not be disappointed. Please leave a
review after reading.
It was Spring Party Day, the best day of the year, So why
were the animals trembling with fear? They'd heard
growly noises and crept up to see . . . A huge bear
asleep in the old hollow tree!
Welcome to Masha and The Bear Coloring Book for
Kids: Great Activity Book to Color All Your Favorite
Masha and The Bear Characters (Unofficial Masha and
The Bear Book) 32 exclusive Illustrations Each image is
printed on a separate page to prevent bleed-through You
can use everything that you want (pencils, markers,
pens, paints etc.) We will be very grateful if you leave a
review
Katherine Arden’s bestselling debut novel spins an
irresistible spell as it announces the arrival of a singular
talent with a gorgeous voice. “A beautiful deep-winter
story, full of magic and monsters and the sharp edges of
growing up.”—Naomi Novik, bestselling author of
Uprooted Winter lasts most of the year at the edge of the
Russian wilderness, and in the long nights, Vasilisa and
her siblings love to gather by the fire to listen to their
nurse’s fairy tales. Above all, Vasya loves the story of
Frost, the blue-eyed winter demon. Wise Russians fear
him, for he claims unwary souls, and they honor the
spirits that protect their homes from evil. Then Vasya’s
widowed father brings home a new wife from Moscow.
Fiercely devout, Vasya’s stepmother forbids her family
from honoring their household spirits, but Vasya fears
what this may bring. And indeed, misfortune begins to
stalk the village. But Vasya’s stepmother only grows
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harsher, determined to remake the village to her liking
and to groom her rebellious stepdaughter for marriage or
a convent. As the village’s defenses weaken and evil
from the forest creeps nearer, Vasilisa must call upon
dangerous gifts she has long concealed—to protect her
family from a threat sprung to life from her nurse’s most
frightening tales. Praise for The Bear and the Nightingale
“Arden’s debut novel has the cadence of a beautiful
fairy tale but is darker and more lyrical.”—The
Washington Post “Vasya [is] a clever, stalwart girl
determined to forge her own path in a time when women
had few choices.”—The Christian Science Monitor
“Stunning . . . will enchant readers from the first page. . .
. with an irresistible heroine who wants only to be free of
the bonds placed on her gender and claim her own
fate.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Utterly
bewitching . . . a lush narrative . . . an immersive, earthy
story of folk magic, faith, and hubris, peopled with vivid,
dynamic characters, particularly clever, brave Vasya,
who outsmarts men and demons alike to save her
family.”—Booklist (starred review) “An extraordinary
retelling of a very old tale . . . The Bear and the
Nightingale is a wonderfully layered novel of family and
the harsh wonders of deep winter magic.”—Robin Hobb
When she is lost in the forest Masha is captured by a
bear named Misha who makes her clean his house.
Finally she tricks him into returning her to her
grandparents.
Masha & The Bear is the YouTube animated sensation
that received billions of views! Join this rambunctious
little girl and her best friend as they go on adventures-for
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the very first time, in books! Masha loves the holidays!
So does the Bear, but he thinks he wants to spend it
alone. When Masha finds a magic hat, she uses it to
spread cheer to all of her friends. The Bear may want to
be left alone, but Masha has a better idea! Comes with a
pull-out poster! © 2008-2017 Animaccord LTD. All
trademarks are owned by Animaccord LTD.
www.mashabear.com
Inside, you will find your favorite pictures for coloring.
Labyrinths and lessons how to draw the characters of
this wonderful and good cartoon.
It Is The Best Gift For All Funs Of Masha and the Bear!
Really Funny Pictures For Your Excited Entertainment!
We Unveil Amazing Pictures of Masha and the Bear for
you! * single side 8.5 x 11 pages * premium images *
super price for the best coloring book Bumboo books group of young enthusiasts whos aim - is to bring
something good to our world All our books created with
love and passion We will be very glad if you write
reviews on our books - that will help us to grow further
and create funny and interesting content
A beautiful hardcover storybook featuring Masha and the
Bear! When Masha tries to play with Pig, she
accidentally makes a mess of the neighborhood.
Everyone is upset-but Masha didn't do it on purpose! As
the Bear recalls his own childhood troubles, he realizes
it's up to him to remind the other animals how hard it is to
be a kid sometimes. © 2008-2017 Animaccord LTD. All
trademarks are owned by Animaccord LTD.
www.mashabear.com
Masha & The Bear is the YouTube animated sensation
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that received billions of views! Join this rambunctious
little girl and her best friend as they go on adventures-for
the very time, in books! When Masha tries to play with
Pig, she accidentally makes a mess of the neighborhood.
Everyone is upset-but Masha didn't do it on purpose! As
the Bear recalls his own childhood troubles, he realizes
it's up to him to remind the other animals how hard it is to
be a kid sometimes.
?oloring book for kids who love Masha and the Bear and
Shrek! This coloring book is full of happy, smiling,
beautiful designs of your favorite characters. Perfect for
your child. High-quality coloring book for kids. Favorite
characters are waiting for you inside the book, color
them all!!! This book makes a nice gift for girls or boys,
kids from 4 years old to 8 years old, also nice gift for
adults, perfect gift on all occasions - Christmas Gift Birthday Gift - Halloween Gift and others. This book will
give you: A great variety of cute characters and detailed
backgrounds Hope you will find in our book countless
hours of enjoyment and gratifying challenges Single side
pages, with a variety of cute characters and detailed
backgrounds Gift for kids who love Masha and the Bear
and Shrek A nice large format (A4 size) for small hands
to enjoy Activities such as coloring will improve your
child's draw talent, as well as helping them to relax, selfregulate their mood and develop their imagination. Save
one by buying two for the price of one! Let your
imagination soar and color this Amazing 2 IN 1 coloring
book Masha and the Bear and Shrek with the colors of
your choice! Scroll up and grab a copy today! TAGS:
Masha and the Bear and Shrek, Masha and the Bear
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and Shrek Coloring Book, Masha and the Bear and
Shrek Coloring Book coloring, Masha and the Bear and
Shrek Coloring Book book, Masha and the Bear and
Shreks Coloring Book coloring book, Masha and the
Bear and Shrek Coloring Book coloring books, coloring
book for adults, kids coloring book, boys coloring book,
girls coloring book, most popular children coloring book,
new coloring book, 2018 coloring book, coloring books
for toddlers, coloring books for preschoolers, coloring
books for kids.
"When a sandwich goes missing, it seems that a bear is
the unlikely culprit"-Masha and the Bear: A Magical HolidayLB Kids
Masha & The Bear is the YouTube animated sensation
that received billions of views! Join this rambunctious
little girl and her best friend as they go on adventures-for
the very first time, in books! After the Bear's birthday,
Masha gets excited about her own special day-and all of
the presents she'll get. But when her birthday finally
arrives, she can't find her friends. Where are they? Did
they forget?! Passport to Reading Level 1
Meet Masha, the curious, energetic little girl who
befriends Bear, a retired circus performer. Bear is trying
to enjoy a nice, quiet life… but Masha’s adventures
regularly turn Bear’s life upside-down! With 6 little board
books, tucked away in a colourful slipcase this Pocket
Library is a real treat for all Masha and the Bear lovers.
Perfect concept board books for learning about colours,
numbers, shapes, seasons, opposites, and fruits and
vegetables. When they’ve read the stories, children can
flip over the books to make a special Masha jigsaw. This
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sturdy little format is the perfect gift for pre-schoolers.

A merchant and tiger debate whether or not life is
fair and whether the tiger can eat the merchant who
has just rescued him. This witty, critically acclaimed
illustrated chapter book retelling of a folk tale from
Korea is available individually and as part of the
Stories from around the World: 4 Tales of ProblemSolving & Witset.
When young Masha gets lost in the woods, a friendly
bear welcomes her into his home. . . only to insist
she stay forever to keep his house tidy. Masha,
however, has other plans. This illustrated chapter
book retelling of an Russian folktale is available
individually and as part of the Stories from around
the World: 4 Tales of Persistence & Gritset.
“I believe that man will not merely endure: he will
prevail. He is immortal, not because he alone among
creatures has an inexhaustible voice, but because
he has a soul, a spirit capable of compassion and
sacrifice and endurance.” —William Faulkner, on
receiving the Nobel Prize Go Down, Moses is
composed of seven interrelated stories, all of them
set in Faulkner’s mythic Yoknapatawpha County.
From a variety of perspectives, Faulkner examines
the complex, changing relationships between blacks
and whites, between man and nature, weaving a
cohesive novel rich in implication and insight.
55% OFF for Bookstores! Here's how you can
leverage discounts and promotions to sell more
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copies Your customers will come back to you after
buying this book and buy more. Make your kids
happy with this cute and fun Masha and the Bear
coloring book. This book contains a collection of
coloring pages that will make your children go crazy
with joy: we are talking about 25 Masha and the
Bear drawings. The tender and very nice characters
of the famous cartoon are ready to come to life
thanks to the crayons and markers of the little ones
who can have fun decorating the images in the way
they prefer. A book of images of Masha and the Bear
perfect for young children, preschoolers and children
aged 2 to 8 years. Contains as many as 25 cute
coloring pictures. Large 8.5" x 11" pages. These fun
coloring pages will help children express their
imagination and improve their manual dexterity
through coloring. The little ones will have fun
coloring the photos. It also helps develop fine motor
skills, hand-eye coordination and improves pen
controls. Here are the contents of the book in detail:
- Simple and fun coloring pages - 8.5 "x 11" page
size to create fantastic images - Beautiful and unique
designs, 25 unique images to express his artistic
creativity - Excellent for a wonderful gift in 55 pages Single pages for each design so that they can be
framed and detached individually Buy NOW and let
your customers get addicted to this amazing book
Held captive in the woods by a bear, a young
Russian girl cleverly finds a way to return safely
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home to her family.
Masha & The Bear is the YouTube animated
sensation that received billions of views! Join this
rambunctious little girl and her best friend as they go
on adventures-for the very first time, in books! The
Bear gives his cell phone to Masha-in case she
needs help. But she calls him for little things again
and again! When Masha really does need help, will
the Bear answer her call? Passport to Reading Level
1
Masha and the Bear drawing and coloring book
Coloring Book -25+ Exclusive IllustrationsMasha and
the Bear coloring book for boys, girls, toddlers, and
kids who love these characters! Provides hours of
fun and creativity. You can use everything that you
want (pencils, markers, pens, paints, etc.). If you
want to develop your children, give them this book, it
is very interesting and useful.- Printed single side for
no bleed through.- Large 8.5x11 in(21.59x27.94 cm)
50 pages- Perfect coloring book for boys, girls, and
kids of all ages.
When a hungry young wolf spots a tasty-looking
animal in the field above the rive, he thinks he has
found some dinner....but the fluffy little lamb is more
clever than he has bargained for. Will the lamb
become a tasty snack, or will she escape the w
Do you love Masha and the Bear - Then this coloring book is
for you. Coloring Book is for adults, boys and girls aged from
2 to 12+ years old. You, your child, or any child in your life,
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will love to fill the pages of this classic coloring book with
bright colors. A great activity that sparks creativity and keeps
busy and entertained for hours. Each drawing is high quality!
Each coloring page is printed on a separate sheet (8.5 x 11)
to avoid bleed through. The coloring books also makes a
perfect gift for kids that love Masha and the Bear. No more
trying to figure out what the kids will do next, it's all here!I
hope you will enjoy my coloring book.I would also really
appreciate it if you could write a review. Age specifications:
Coloring books for adults Coloring books for preschoolers
Coloring books for kids ages 2-4 Coloring books for kids ages
4-8 Coloring books for kids ages 8-12+ TAGS: Masha and the
Bear, Masha and the Bear coloring, Masha and the Bear
coloring book, coloring book, adult coloring books, Masha
and the Bear coloring books, Masha and the Bear adult
coloring book, coloring book for adults, kids coloring book,
boys coloring book, girls coloring book, most popular children
coloring book, new coloring book, 2018 coloring book,
coloring books for toddlers, coloring books for preschoolers,
coloring books for kids.
"When a bear arrives and won't leave, he changes
everything--from sleeping to shopping to hanging out with
friends"-"Masha loves the holidays! So does the Bear, but he thinks
he wants to spend it by himself. When Masha finds a magic
hat, she uses it to spread cheer to all her friends. The Bear
may want to be left alone, but Masha has a better
idea!"--Back cover.
Great coloring book for kids with quality illustrations
Winner of the Amnesty CILIP Honour Award Poor Mouse! A
bear has settled in his favourite chair and it just isn't big
enough for two. Mouse tries all kinds of tactics to move the
pesky Bear but nothing works and poor Mouse gives up.
Once Mouse has eventually gone, Bear gets up and walks
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home. But wait - is that a Mouse in Bear's house?!
Folk tales are traditional stories which have come down the
ages, verbally. This series of Folk Tales is a collection of 5
captivating stories taken from around the world. Each story is
different in theme, setting and appeal. They will surely delight
the young readers.
There is a best loved bear competition at school and Tim is
going to enter his teddy bear, Toby. But Toby is threadbare
and very scruffy. He even has a plaster on his nose! Tim
starts to worry. What will everyone say when they see such
an old and battered bear...?
Three episodes in the developing friendship of Vic Bear and
Arlo Gopher demonstrate how they are good neighbors.

Masha & The Bear is the YouTube animated sensation
that received billions of views! Join this rambunctious
little girl and her best friend as they go on adventures-for
the very first time, in books! When the Bear isn't looking,
Masha watches part of a scary movie right before bed.
Now she's too scared to sleep! The Bear tries to help,
but he only makes things worse-now, Masha thinks
there's a monster in the house! Can the Bear calm
Masha down, or will they be up all night?!
About the book:30 -illustrationsEach image is printed on
a separate page to prevent bleed-through You can
display your artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame
You will be offered a lovely, high-quality illustrations in
black and white with a color option for its coloring.This
remarkable coloring book will give fans of the beautiful
cartoon "Masha and the Bear"positive emotions.This
book is a godsend for those who want to unleash their
artistic potential
40 illustrations of great Masha and the Bear. This magic
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coloring book about your favorite Masha and the Bear.
This is a perfect gift for you and your friends. Meet your
favorite heroes on pages of coloring book.
A mischievous bear plays tricks on his friends.
If you want to develop your children, give them this book,
it is very interesting and useful. We will guarantee!Book
contains 30 Illustrations!Each image is printed on a
separate page to prevent bleed-through!You can use
everything that you want (pencils, markers, pens, paints
etc.)
NOT FOR SALE
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